On My Mind

History’s Lesson for the Ages
Dr.Thomas Kay ’53, Professor of History
peace, stability, order, and community.The laws of the jungle
became the master.
The advent of Jesus Christ
came when many aspects of
the Roman Empire and classical civilization were giving
way. Even in the glow of the
cessation of civil strife and the
popular hope that Augustus
Caesar would be harbinger of
peace and a new, enduring
order, the rule of the stronger
continued. In the midst of
grasping, praying, and hoping
for political, economic, social,
and moral stability there were
many changes. Rome fell prey
to the whims and desires of
leaders bound by their personal goals of power, self-glorification, and deification.That
for which Rome yearned—
peace, order, eternality—would
not come through changes
wrought by sheer power, even
by those who exemplified the
highest classical values. Such
change came and continues to
come to every person in the
advent (past, present, and
future) of Jesus Christ, whose
eternal kingdom, the City of
God, transforms the human
experience now and forever.
As throughout history, life
has always been, and will continue to be full of changes.
There are the changes of birth,
growth, and death; the changes
in human relationships and
changes of residence, work-

place, and martial status.
Ironically, the essence of
Christianity is also change.
There is the change of becoming a new creation in Christ
and the ultimate change that
will mark the denouement of
history: “In a moment in a
twinkling of an eye, we shall all
be changed” (1 Cor. 15: 52). It
is only after history is finished
that non-change becomes fully
possible; in that place where
there is no day nor night, no
tears, no illness and no death.
History teaches change
and coping with change.This
is the human predicament.
Change is only transcended by
both the temporal and eternal
foundations of the City of
God. It is this for which all
humanity has sought, and will
continue to seek throughout
the ages.
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Historians are often asked,
“What does history teach?”
Such an inquiry suggests that
history is a measure by which
we might evaluate the present
and project the future; it makes
the past absolute, definitive,
and normative. Hence,
“Whatever was, was right.”
Thereby, the past serves as
window both to the present
and also to the future.The historian becomes both pundit
and prophet.
My response to such
queries is always,“History
teaches change.” Each unique
historical event may provide an
understanding of the past, the
present, and perhaps a glimpse
into the future, which is not to
say that the past determines
the present or the future.
Sages of ancient Greece
and Rome sought to discover
in history the element of a balanced and complete social and
political structure that could be
implemented for all time.
From those elements one
might develop the best of
human associations, perfecting
their members and possessing
eternality.Their efforts and formulae for well-intended
reform and renewal broke
down under their own weight
and a failure to grasp the character of the fundamental
human condition—sin. Selfinterest, personal gain, and
power undercut the search for
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